
 

 
 
For Immediate Release:    

 
BE THE FIRST TO CHECK INTO THE CECIL HOTEL WITH THE GHOST ADVENTURES CREW,  

AS THEY INVESTIGATE SINISTER SUPERNATURAL ACTIVITY  
LURKING WITHIN THE HALLS OF THE INFAMOUS LANDMARK PROPERTY 

 
Two-Hour Special GHOST ADVENTURES: CECIL HOTEL Launches Monday, January 4, 2021, 

Exclusively on the All-New discovery+ Streaming Service 

 

 
The GHOST ADVENTURES team gears up for an eerie investigation inside Los Angeles’ Cecil Hotel  

Left to right: Jay Wasley, Billy Tolley, Zak Bagans, Aaron Goodwin 

 

NEW YORK (December 9, 2020) – Stationed along downtown Los Angeles’ Main Street stands an infamous 
hotel with a checkered past beset by multiple suicides, murders, devil worshipping and serial killers. Perhaps it 
is most known for the recent mysterious death of a young girl named Elisa Lam, whose body was found in the 
hotel’s water tower without any explanation as to what may have happened. Her peculiar demise remains 
unsolved, and bizarre elevator surveillance video of Lam has fueled an abundance of theories, including that of 
supernatural forces. Now, for the first time ever, the Cecil Hotel is allowing cameras inside for an investigation 
of ghostly proportions in the two-hour special, GHOST ADVENTURES: CECIL HOTEL, launching on 
Discovery, Inc.’s new discovery+ streaming service beginning Monday, January 4, 2021. The special will 
be available exclusively to discovery+ subscribers and is one of the featured marquee programs launching with 
the new platform. For more information on discovery+, please visit discoveryplus.com. 
 
“It doesn’t get bigger and more sinister than this,” said Zak Bagans, lead paranormal investigator. “We’ve been 
trying to get inside these rooms for more than a decade, so this is really a big deal – the first-ever paranormal 
investigation in the Cecil Hotel. It has a dark history and reputation and it’s one of the heaviest places we’ve 
ever been in. This is not your average hotel. With its connection to serial killer Richard Ramirez and the 
disturbing death of Elisa Lam, it’s undeniable that there are spirits inside this building. But the question is who, 
or what, are they.”   
 

https://www.discoveryplus.com/


The Cecil Hotel has a history of seedy activity and housing transients, drug dealers and even serial killers.  
Richard Ramirez, the “Night Stalker,” was a self-proclaimed devil worshipper rumored to have carried out some 
of his murder spree while living in the hotel during the 1980s. Riddled with stories of paranormal activity, the 
historic building is the epitome of creepy – an inspiration for books, films and even a season of the “American 
Horror Story” series. In 2013, it was the site of one of the most chilling mysteries of the 21st century, when the 
body of college student Elisa Lam was found in one of the hotel’s rooftop water tanks. The only clue was 
disturbing security camera footage of Lam exhibiting odd behavior inside the hotel elevator right before her 
untimely disappearance and death. The incident remains a mystery and questions linger about how Lam got in 
the tank – and whether it was a person, or a darker force, that drew her there. 
 
The GHOST ADVENTURES team – Zak Bagans, Aaron Goodwin, Jay Wasley and Billy Tolley – begin their 
investigation by retracing the steps of Elisa Lam. Calling in psychic mediums Michael and Marti Parry for 
assistance, they investigate the room she was staying in, the water tower where she was found and even the 
elevator where she was last seen. They’re convinced there’s more to this property, and it might be because of 
one of its most famous former inhabitants – killer Richard Ramirez. Could it be that Ramirez’s devil 
worshipping rituals opened up the Cecil Hotel to a demonic infestation that could have affected Lam? As the 
crew explore Ramirez’s old room, they make startling connections with what may be his dark energy. But the 
list of figures who could be contributing to the hotel’s hauntings extends beyond just Lam and Ramirez. As they 
go deeper into their investigation, the team experience physical afflictions, including unexplained scratches, 
and some of the most frightening and compelling audio and visual evidence they’ve ever captured – leading 
them to believe that the many dark forces at this hotel are still very much alive.  
 
Follow @DiscoveryPlus, @GhostAdventures and #GhostAdventures on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram for 
exclusive content and the latest updates. Follow the team on Twitter: @Zak_Bagans, @AaronGoodwin, 
@BillyTolley, @jaywasley. 
 
GHOST ADVENTURES: CECIL HOTEL is produced by MY Entertainment for discovery+. For MY 
Entertainment, the executive producers are Michael Yudin and Joe Townley. Zak Bagans also serves as an 
executive producer. For discovery+, the executive producer is Christine Shuler. 
 
ABOUT DISCOVERY 
Discovery, Inc. (Nasdaq: DISCA, DISCB, DISCK) is a global leader in real life entertainment, serving a 
passionate audience of superfans around the world with content that inspires, informs and entertains. Discovery 
delivers over 8,000 hours of original programming each year and has category leadership across deeply loved 
content genres around the world. Available in 220 countries and territories and nearly 50 languages, Discovery 
is a platform innovator, reaching viewers on all screens, including TV Everywhere products such as the GO 
portfolio of apps; direct-to-consumer streaming services such as discovery+, Food Network Kitchen and 
MotorTrend OnDemand; digital-first and social content from Group Nine Media; a landmark natural history and 
factual content partnership with the BBC; and a strategic alliance with PGA TOUR to create the international 
home of golf. Discovery’s portfolio of premium brands includes Discovery Channel, HGTV, Food Network, TLC, 
Investigation Discovery, Travel Channel, MotorTrend, Animal Planet, Science Channel, and the forthcoming 
multi-platform JV with Chip and Joanna Gaines, Magnolia Network, as well as OWN: Oprah Winfrey Network in 
the U.S., Discovery Kids in Latin America, and Eurosport, the leading provider of locally relevant, premium sports 
and Home of the Olympic Games across Europe. For more information, please visit corporate.discovery.com 
and follow @DiscoveryIncTV across social platforms. 
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